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UNDER THE LENS

The private 5G dilemma: Should
Airtel, Jio, Vi get worried or
exploit emerging opportunities?
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Synopsis

5G protocols allow feasibility for private networks or Captive Non-Public Networks (CNPN) that can be
utilised by enterprises as their own isolated networks. Indian telcos have raised concerns earlier that
allocating spectrum to enterprises for CNPN would dilute the case for spectrum auction prices. But
practices from outside India, where 5G exists already, portray a different reality.

For India, 5G is not only a harbinger of faster mobile speeds for consumers but it
could also be an accelerator for pushing greater enterprise digitalisation, and
propelling Industry 4.0 in synergy with the government’s Make in India initiative.
The latest technology in telecom, 5G, expected to go live in India in October after
the auctions concluded early this month, provides support for massive sensor
networks, extremely high bandwidth, low latencies and high reliability.
Moreover, different domains/applications with varied combinations of these
characteristics can be provided on the same physical network through “network
slicing” or a virtual logical network.
For example, remote condition monitoring (in railways or aviation industries) may
require extremely high bandwidths while connected cars would demand low
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require extremely high bandwidths while connected cars would demand low
latencies and high reliability.

5G protocols make it feasible to implement such a thing in enterprises,
independent of the public roll-out. This is called Non-Public Networks (NPN) or
Captive Non-Public Networks (CNPN) – a term used by the Department of Telecom
(DoT) and the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (Trai).
Such implementations could give rise to innovative business models, both for the
implementing enterprise and the telco.
CNPN provides an opportunity for local applications to be developed on Indian
use-cases thus supporting Atmanirbhar Bharat. With the advent of successful 5G
testbeds for NPN and use-cases across the world and Indian telecom operators
using it successfully on an experimental basis, India is at an advantage to leapfrog
in this domain.
CNPNs have been implemented in several countries, namely, Germany, the US,
Japan, Korea, and France, amongst others. These countries have allocated 5G
spectrum including for CNPN with a view to enhance the competitiveness of their
enterprises.
Several European telcos have been involved in deployment of CNPN, along with
enterprises and system integrators. This has provided additional revenue for telcos
as such services require domain specific customisation of the network and hence
command a revenue premium for such services.
Revenue realities
In this context, it is useful to examine the perspective of DoT and telcos in India.
DoT released a notice inviting applications (NIA) on June 15, 2022 for spectrum
auctions including for 5G. This also provides a framework for implementing CNPN.
It highlights that CNPNs may be set up in following ways:
a) Telecom Service Providers (TSPs) having access service authorisation may
provide CNPN as a service to an enterprise by using network resources (such as
through network slicing) over its Public Land Mobile Network.
b) TSPs having access service authorisation may establish isolated CNPN for the
enterprises using the IMT spectrum acquired by them.
c) Enterprises setting up CNPN may obtain the spectrum on lease from TSPs
having access service authorisation and establish their own isolated network.
Required licensing terms & conditions and spectrum leasing guidelines shall be
issued by DoT.
d) Enterprises setting up CNPNs may obtain the spectrum directly from DoT and
establish their own isolated network.
The notice also says that “in this regard, DoT will undertake demand studies and
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e ot ce a so says t at
t s ega d, o w u de ta e de a d stud es a d
thereafter seek Trai recommendations for direct assignment of spectrum to such
enterprises.”
From the above it is clear that three of the four alternatives for implementing
CNPNs envisage a primary role for the telcos to provide spectrum to the
enterprises.

In the first two options, telcos could see additional non-linear revenue streams by
working with enterprises to provide domain and application specific end-to-end
solutions.
In the third option, the enterprise has the option of leasing spectrum from the
telco to design and implement its network either on its own or in partnership with
other telcos and vendors. In the last option, the DoT envisages direct allocation of
spectrum to an enterprise. The option for implementing is the same as in the
previous case.
Global picture
Experience of on-ground implementation, so far, largely from Europe, indicates
that in nearly all four scenarios mentioned above, the enterprises have involved
telcos.
In some cases, as, for example, in the case of T-Mobile, several implementations
have been done in partnership with its subsidiary T-Systems. Further, T-Mobile
has chosen specific verticals, such as university campuses for specialisation to
gain a competitive edge.
Other enterprises have chosen similar models, generally involving a telco, system
integrator and other partners.
Indian TSPs have raised concerns earlier that allocating spectrum to enterprises
for CNPN would dilute the case for spectrum auction prices.
Further, they fear that nearly 40% of the enterprise-based revenue currently
generated would substantially reduce. This would lower their propensity to invest
in 5G network deployments, in general.
The bottom line
The above concern of TSPs is not based on reality.

In fact, by investing in 5G networks early, telcos could build expertise in domainspecific areas and get a first mover advantage, as has happened elsewhere.
For example, Airtel successfully trialled CNPN implementation for Bosch
Automotive Electronics’ India facility in Bengaluru on trial 5G spectrum allocated
by DoT.
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Besides funding for the network, CNPN would require investments in skill
building, not only in the new 5G technology, but also in selected domains. It would
also mean setting up collaboration with system integrators, domain users, domain
regulators and other ecosystem partners.
Not all of these skills were required in previous generations of technology.
But the fundamentally different inherent capabilities of 5G is putting a different
kind of pressure and changes the configuration of actors, skills and their interests.
Such changes lead to resistance from incumbents. The winners in this race are
those that are agile. But who knows this better than the current incumbents as
they did disrupt previous cycles of technology.
From their perspective, the incumbent telcos are not only concerned about the
uncertainty that the above changes bring about, but are also responding to the
earlier repressive spectrum regime in a difficult market like India.
That the DoT and Trai continue to impose very high reserve prices and other
onerous spectrum regulatory constraints on Indian telcos, should not be the
reason why they should oppose this initiative.
Though partly addressed, the legacy spectrum issues need to be more actively
taken care of. But resisting CNPN on these grounds is against the telcos own
commercial interests.
On another dimension, from the DoT’s side, it is not clear what is meant by
“undertaking demand studies” for CNPN. The demand for spectrum by enterprises
is localised, restricted to the geographic area of the enterprise.
Therefore, DoT’s rationale for planning to undertake an exercise that it is not
suited for, is not clear. Several of the parameters for actually allocating spectrum
and deploying CNPNs are not spelt out in the NIA.
Given the paradigm shift in allocation of spectrum to enterprises, DoT is unlikely
to take a decision any time soon.

(The author is senior visiting professor at ICRIER and principal advisor at
Broadband India Forum. Views are personal.)
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